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Ž .Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function and l the Musielak]Orlicz se-n f
quence space generated by f. It is shown that f satisfies condition d q iff f is
Ž .equivalent to a q-concave function c s c . It is also proved that l is of cotype qn f
Ž . q Ž ptype p if and only if f satisfies condition d d and d * conditions, respec-2
.tively . As applications we obtain characterization of the type and cotype of various
sequence spaces: Nakano, weighted Orlicz, and Orlicz sequence spaces. Further-
Ž . Žmore, a relation between q-concavity p-convexity , lower q-estimate upper p-
. Ž .estimate , and cotype type of l is given. Q 1998 Academic Pressf
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INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades the type and cotype of various Banach spaces
have been studied by different authors, after these notions were intro-
w xduced by B. Maurey and G. Pisier in the mid-1970s 20, 21 . The type and
Ž .cotype of Lorentz spaces L and L , as well as the q-concavity andp, q w , q
w xp-convexity of these spaces, have been considered by J. Creekmore in 4 ,
w x w xS. Reisner in 27 , and N. L. Carothers in 3 . S. Montgomery Smith
w xinvestigated in 22 these properties for Orlicz]Lorentz spaces. In particu-
w xlar, A. Kaminska and B. Turett in 15 gave a characterization of the type
and cotype of a Musielak]Orlicz space, over a nonatomic measure space,
in terms of the Young function that generates the space. Our paper is
greatly motivated by the above work and examines the discrete case. The
Ž .main result is contained in Theorem 9. More specifically, in part a of this
theorem we prove that a Musielak]Orlicz sequence space l is of cotype qf
*This paper is part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Memphis.
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Ž .for some q G 2 if and only if the function f s f that generates then
Ä Ä Ä 1r qŽ . Ž .space is equivalent to a function f s f , where f x is concave forn n
all n g N. In the second part of Theorem 9, after imposing some limit
conditions on f that allow us to use conjugate duality without technical
difficulties, we show that l has type p, 1 - p F 2, if and only if f satisfiesf
Ä Ä Ä 1r pŽ . Ž .the d -condition, and it is equivalent to f s f , with f x being2 n n
convex for each n g N.
Recall that a Banach space X is of type p for some 1 - p F 2 if
Ž . Ž5 5. p ‘whenever x is a sequence in X with x g l , then Ý x rn n ns1 n n
w x Ž .converges a.e. on 0, 1 where r is the nth Rademacher function . An
Ž .Banach space X is of cotype q for some 2 F q - ‘ if, whenever x is an
‘ Ž5 5. qsequence in X such that Ý x r converges a.e., then x g l .ns1 n n n
A function f is called a Young function if f : R “ R is convex,q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .f 0 s 0 and f x ) 0 for x ) 0. A sequence f s f of Young func-n
tions is said to be a Musielak]Orlicz function. The Musielak]Orlicz
Ž .sequence space l , generated by f, is the set of all real sequences x s xf n
such that for some l ) 0,
‘
< <f l x - ‘.Ž .Ý n n
ns1
Under the Luxemburg norm defined by
‘ < <xn
5 5x s inf r ) 0: f F 1 ,Ýf n½ 5ž /rns1
l is a Banach space.f
An important subspace of l is the space h defined to be the set of allf f
Ž . ‘ Ž < <.real sequences x s x for which Ý f l x - ‘ for all l ) 0.n ns1 n n
Ž U .The conjugate function f* s f of a Musielak]Orlicz function f sn
Ž .f is defined byn
fU y s sup xy y f x 4Ž . Ž .n n
xG0
Ž .for all n g N. It is easy to see that f* * s f.
Ž .Recall that a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f satisfies the conditionn
Ž .d written f g d if there are positive constants K, d and a nonnegative2 2
Ž . 1sequence c in l such that for each n g N and all x G 0 the conditionn
Ž .f x F d implies thatn
f 2 x F Kf x q c . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
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Ž .It is easy to check that f s f satisfies condition d iff for all b ) 1n 2
Ž . 1there exist constants K, d ) 0 and a nonnegative sequence c g l suchn
that for all n g N and x G 0,
f b x F Kf x q c , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Žw x.if f x F d . Also it is not difficult to see 1 that given « ) 0, an
Ž . Ž . ‘sequence c in 1 can be found with Ý c - « .n ns1 n
MAIN RESULTS
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let b ) 1 and f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function, withn
f g d . Then for all d ) 0 there is d ) 0 such that for each n in N the2 1
Ž . Ž .condition f x F d implies f b x F d .n 1 n
Proof. Given d ) 0, let « s dr2. There exist positive constants K, d0
Ž .‘ ‘and a nonnegative sequence c with Ý c - « such that, for alln ns1 ns1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n g N, f x F d implies f b x F Kf x q c . Let d s 1rK dr2n 0 n n n 2
 4 Ž .and d s min d , d . If f x F d , we get that1 0 2 n 1
d
f b x F Kf x q c F Kd q « F Kd q s d .Ž . Ž .n n n 1 2 2
This proves the lemma.
Ž .DEFINITION 2. A Musielak]Orlicz function f s f satisfies conditionn
q Ž .d q G 1 if there are positive constants K, d and a nonnegative se-
Ž . 1quence c in l such that for every n g N, all x G 0 and l G 1,n
qf l x F Kl f x q c 3Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .whenever f l x F d . Note that for each « ) 0, a sequence c in 3n n
may be chosen in such a way that Ý‘ c - « . In this case the constant dns1 n
depends on « .
Ž . pŽ .A Musielak]Orlicz function f s f satisfies condition d * p G 1 ifn
Ž . 1there are positive constants K, d and a nonnegative sequence c g l ,n
such that for every n g N, all x G 0, and l G 1,
pf l x G Kl f x y c 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž .whenever f l x F d .n
Ž . Ž .If f s f and c s c are Musielak]Orlicz functions, we say that fn n
Ž . Ž w x.is equivalent to c f ; c see 10 if there are constants K , d ) 0,i i
Ž . Ž . 1i s 1, 2, and nonnegative sequences b and e in l such that for alln n
n g N,
f K x F c x q b if c x F d 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 n n n 1
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and
c K x F f x q e if f x F d . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 2 n n n 2
w xIt has been shown in 10 that if f ; f, then f* ; f*, too. Moreover, if
f ; f, then the spaces l and l are identical and have equivalent normsf f
Ž w x.see 8 .
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function satisfying condi-n
tion d q for some q G 1. Then f satisfies the d -condition.2
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let l s 2 in 3 . Then for each n g N and x G 0, f 2 x F dn
implies that
f 2 x F K f x q g , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 n n
q q Ž .where K s K 2 and g s K 2 c . There is a positive sequence d with0 n n n
Ž . Ž .f d s d for all n g N. So 7 can be written as follows:n n
dn
;n g N, f 2 x F K f x q g if 0 F x F . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 n n 2
Ž .By letting x s d r2 in 8 we get thatn
d dny c F f , for all n g N. 9Ž .n n ž /K 20
Ž .There is n g N such that c - dr2 K for n G n . This together with 90 n 0 0
implies that
d dn
0 - F f , ;n G n .n 0ž /2 K 20
Ž . Ž .Therefore for all n G n , inequality 7 holds, if f x F d s dr2 K .0 n 1 0
X Ž X .We can find 0 - d - d r2, for 1 F n - n , with 0 - f d - ‘. Setn n 0 n n
Ž X . Ž .d s min f d ) 0. Thus 7 holds for 1 F n - n , whenever2 1F n- n n n 00
Ž .f x F d .n 2
 4 Ž . Ž .Consequently, if d s min d , d , and f x F d , then inequality 70 1 2 n 0
holds for all n g N. This proves that f satisfies the d -condition.2
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. Let f s f and c s c be equi¤alent Musielak]Orliczn n
functions.
Ž . qa If f satisfies condition d for some q G 1, then so does c .
Ž . pb If f satisfies the d -condition and the d * -condition for some2
p G 1, then so does c .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a By the assumption, 3 , 5 , and 6 hold. We may assume,
Ž . Ž .without loss of generality, that the constants d and d in 5 and 6 are1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .both equal to d in 3 . We may also assume that in 5 and 6 , K s K - 11 2
Ž . Ž .and denote their common value by K . If b is as in 5 , there is n g N0 n 0
such that Ý b - dr2.nG n n0
Ž w x w x.Condition d is preserved under equivalence see 10 and 12 , and2
thus by Lemma 3 the function c satisfies a d -condition. For the rest of2
the proof we assume that n G n , x G 0, and l G 1. Applying Lemma 1,0
2 ŽŽ 2 . .for b s 1rK , there exists 0 - d - d such that c 1rK l x F dr2 if0 0 n 0
Ž .c l x F d .n 0
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ 2 . . Ž .So if c l x F d , then f l xrK F c 1rK l x q b - d , by 5 .n 0 n 0 n 0 n
Ž .Inequality 6 thus holds, and
l x
c l x F f q eŽ .n n nž /K0
q
l
F K f x q c q eŽ .n n nž /K0
K 1 K
q qF l K f K x q c q l c q eŽ .Ž .n 0 n n nq q qK K K0 0 0
K 2 K 2 K
q q qF l c x q b q l c q l c q eŽ .n n n n nq2 q 2 q KK K 00 0
qF Ll c x q c , 10Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .by 3 , 5 , and 6 and since f K xrK s f x F f l xrK - d ,n 0 0 n n 0
Ž . Ž 2 .  2 2 q q4and c x F c l xrK - d . Note that L s max K rK , KrK andn n 0 0 0
Ž .c s b q 2c q 1rL e .n n n n
For 1 F n - n define0
1
c s sup c l x y c x - ‘.Ž . Ž .n n nqLlŽ .c l x Fdn 0
lG1
Ž .Combining this with 10 , it is obtained that for all n g N, x G 0, and
l G 1,
qc l x F Ll c x q c , if c l x F d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n 0
‘where Ý c - ‘.ns1 n
This shows that c satisfies the d q-condition.
Ž . Ž .b The proof of part b is omitted since it is similar to that of
Ž .part a .
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Ž .LEMMA 5. Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function and q G 1. Then
following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . qa f satisfies condition d .
Ž . Ž . Ž .b There exist K, d ) 0 and nonnegati¤e sequences d and b withn n
‘ Ž . Ž .Ý f b - ‘ and f d s d , such that for all n g N,ns1 n n n n
f l x F Klqf x , 11Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
whene¤er l G 1 and b F x F l x F d .n n
Ž . Ž .c There exists a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f equi¤alent to fn
and such that for all n g N, if l G 1 and x G b , thenn
qf l x F Ll f x 12Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
‘Ž . Ž .for some L ) 0 and a nonnegati¤e sequence b with Ý f b - ‘.n ns1 n n
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .d There exists a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f equi¤alent to f,n
such that for all n in N, l G 1, and x G 0,
Ä q Äf l x F l f x . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .e There exists a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f equi¤alent to fn
Ä 1r qŽ .such that f x is conca¤e in x for all n g N.n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Proof. a « b . Assume a is satisfied. Let K, d ) 0 and c g ln
Ž . Ž .be as in 3 . There exist a positive sequence d and n g N such thatn 0
Ž .f d s d , ;n g N, and c - d for all n G n . Definen n n 0
fy1 dr2 1 F n - nŽ .n 0b sn y1½ f c n G n .Ž .n n 0
‘ Ž .Clearly b F d for every n g N and Ý f b - ‘. If l G 1 andn n ns1 n n
Ž . Ž . q Ž .b F x F l x F d , then by 3 f l x F 2 Kl f x for every n G n . Alson n n n 0
for 1 F n - n there is K - ‘ such that0 n
f l xŽ .n
sup : b F x F l x F d , l G 1 F K .n n nq½ 5l f xŽ .n
Consequently for all l G 1 the condition b F x F l x F d implies thatn n
Ž . q Ž .  4f l x F K 9l f x for all n g N where K 9 s max K , . . . , K , 2 K .n n 1 n y10
Ž . Ž . Ž .b « c . Suppose b holds. Without loss of generality we may assume
X Ž .that d - 1. Denote by f d the left derivative of f at d . Let c sn n n n n
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X Ž . qy1f d rqd and define:n n n
f x , 0 F x F dŽ .n n
f x sŽ .n q q½ c x q d y c d , x ) d .Ž .n n n n
Ž .f s f is a Musielak]Orlicz function, equivalent to f. It remains ton
Ž .show that 12 holds. For this we consider three cases.
First case: l G 1, b F x F d , and b F l x F d . It is obvious thatn n n n
qf l x F Kl f x . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .Second case: l G 1 and x ) d . Here l x ) d and f l x sn n n
Ž .q q w xc l x q d y c d . By Lemma 3 and 10 , for every n g N,n n n
f 2 x F Kf x , if b F x F d .Ž . Ž .n n n n
Thus
2 dnX Xf d d F f t dt F f 2 d F K ? d . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n n n n
dn
If d y c dq ) 0, then for l G 1,n n
q q q qf l x F l c x q d y c d s l f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n
Denote by s s yd q c dq. If d y c dq - 0 then s ) 0, and son n n n n n
q q q qf l x c l x y s c l xŽ .n n n ns Fq q q qq l c x y s l c x y sŽ . Ž .l f xŽ . n n n nn
sns 1 q .qc x y sn n
q Ž n .Since x ) d we have that c x y s ) d ) 0, and thus 1r c x y s -n n n n n
1rd . Hence
Xf l x s f d d KŽ . Ž .n n n n nF 1 q s F ,
q d qd ql f xŽ .n
i.e.,
K
qf l x F l f x .Ž . Ž .n nq
Summarizing for all n g N and l ) 1, if x ) b , thenn
qf l x F K 9l f x , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
 4where K 9 s max 1, Krq .
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Ž .Third case: l G 1, b F x F d , and l x ) d . In this case f x sn n n n
Ž .f x andn
lq x q
q q q qf l x F c l x q d F c l x q dŽ .n n n qdn
x q
q qs l f x c d q d . 17Ž . Ž .Ž .n n nqd f xŽ .n n
Ž .However, since d rx G 1 and b F d rx x,n n n
qd dn n
d s f d s f x F K f x ,Ž . Ž .n n n nž / ž /x x
and so
K x q
G .qd d f xŽ .n n
Ž . qWe also have by 15 that c d q d F Kdrq q d . All of the above to-n n
Ž .gether with 17 imply that
K Kd
q qf l x F l f x q d s M9l f x , 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nž /d q
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where M9 s Krd Kdrq q d . Finally by 14 , 16 , and 18 we obtain
that for all n g N and l ) 1, if x ) b , thenn
qf l x F Ll f x ,Ž . Ž .n n
 4where L s max K, K 9, M9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .c « d . Assume that c is satisfied, and define
¡f bŽ .n n
0 F x F bnqbn~w x sŽ .n
f yŽ .n
inf , x ) b .b - y F x nq¢ n y
Then w is nonincreasing and continuous. It is easy to show that forn
x G b ,n
1 f x f xŽ . Ž .n nF w x F . 19Ž . Ž .nq qL x x
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Define
x
qy1Äf x s w t t dt. 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n
0
Ä ÄŽ .f s f is a Musielak]Orlicz function.n
w x Ž . qy1Indeed following L. Maligranda 19 we will show that w x x isn
nondecreasing. If b - x F x , then for any x F y F x we haven 1 2 1 2
qy1f x x f xŽ . Ž .n 1 2 n 1qy1x w x F FŽ .1 n 1 ž /x y x1 1
f yŽ .nqy1F x .2 qy
Hence
f y f yŽ . Ž .n nqy1 qy1x w x F x min inf , infŽ .1 n 1 2 q q½ 5y yx FyFxb -yFx 1 2n 1
s x qy1w x .Ž .2 n 2
The cases where 0 F x F x F b and 0 F x F b - x follow easily.1 2 n 1 n 2
Finally note that if x ) b , thenn
x 1
qy1Äf x G w x t dt G f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n nLq0
1
G f x ,n ž /Lq
and
x
qy1 qÄf x F w x x dt F w x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n n
0
F f x .Ž .n
Therefore for every n g N and x G 0,
1
Äf x F f x q f bŽ . Ž .n n n nž /L ? q
and
Äf x F f x q f b .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
Ä ÄThis implies that f ; f and therefore f is equivalent to f. The proof of
Ž .13 is elementary.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . qd « a . The implication d « a is obvious, since condition d
is preserved under equivalence.
Ä Ä 1r qŽ . Ž . Ž .d « e . Let f be the function constructed above. Then f xn
Ž . x Ž 1r q.s 1rq H w s ds is concave for every n g N, because of the decreas-0 n
ing nature of the integrand.
Ä 1r qŽ . Ž . Ž .e « d . Since f x is concave, the following inequality holds:n
1rq 1r qÄ Äf l x f xŽ . Ž .Ž .n nF for all l G 1 and x G 0.
l x x
Ä 1r q 1r q Ä 1r qŽ . Ž .Thus f l x F lf x for l G 1 and x G 0. This completes then n
proof of Lemma 5.
The following lemma gives analogous characterization of condition d * p.
Ž .LEMMA 6. Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function satisfying condi-n
tion d and p G 1. The following statements are equi¤alent:2
Ž . pa f satisfies condition d * .
Ž . Ž . Ž .b There exist K, d ) 0 and nonnegati¤e sequences b and d withn n
‘ Ž . Ž .Ý f b - ‘ and f d s d , such that for all n g N, if l G 1 andns1 n n n n
b F x F l x F d , thenn n
f l x G Kl pf x . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .c There exists a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f equi¤alent to fn
and such that for e¤ery n g N,
Ä pÄf l x G l f x 22Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
for all x G 0 and l G 1.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .d There exists a Musielak]Orlicz function f s f equi¤alent to f,n
Ä 1r pŽ .such that f x is con¤ex for all n g N.n
Ž .The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 5. Note that in b
Ž .implies c we define
¡f bŽ .n n
x , 0 F x F bnpq1bn~w x sŽ .n f yŽ .n
sup , x ) b .b F y F x np¢ n y
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Ž .PROPOSITION 7. Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function and letn
Ž U .f* s f satisfy condition d . The following statements are equi¤alent:n 2
Ž .a f satisfies condition d .2
Ž . qb f satisfies condition d for some q G 1.
Ž . pc f* satisfies condition d * for some p ) 1.
Moreo¤er, if p, q ) 1 satisfy 1rp q 1rq s 1, then f satisfies condition d q if
and only if f* satisfies condition d * p.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b . Suppose a is satisfied. There are K, d ) 0 and
Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .nonnegative sequences b and d with f d s d and Ý f b - ‘n n n n ns1 n n
such that for every n g N,
f 2 x F Kf xŽ . Ž .n n
w x Ž w x. X Ž .for all x g b , d see 10 . Assume, without loss of generality, that f ?n n n
w xis the derivative of f and that K ) 1. Then for x g b , d ,n n n
2 x Xf t dt s f 2 x F Kf x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H n n n
0
But
2 x 2 xX X Xf t dt G f t dt G xf x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n n
0 x
X Ž . Ž .These imply that f x rf x F Krx, b F x F d . So if l G 1 withn n n n
b F x F l x F d ,n n
fX t KŽ .l x l xn
dt F dt.H H
f t tŽ .x xn
Calculating the integrals on both sides of the inequality, we obtain that
f l x F lKf x .Ž . Ž .n n
This, by Lemma 5, is equivalent to d q condition for q s K.
Ž . Ž .b « a . This is Lemma 3.
Ž . Ž .b « c . Let p, q ) 1 with 1rp q 1rq s 1. Suppose that f satis-
fies condition d q. Then by Lemma 5 there is a Musielak]Orlicz function
Ä Ä Ä q ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .f s f equivalent to f such that f l x F l f x for all x G 0, l G 1,n n n
ÄU Ž .and n g N. Taking the conjugate of both sides, we obtain f yrl Gn
q ÄU q q qy1Ž .l f yrl , for all y G 0 and l G 1. Set w s yrl and m s l . Thenn
p q ÄU pÄUŽ . Ž .mw s yrl and m s l , and so f mw G m f w for all w G 0 andn n
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Ä p Ä Äm G 1. It follows that f* satisfies condition d * , since f ; f, f* ; f*.
Ä pTherefore, f* g d , and condition d * is preserved under equivalence.2
That is, f* satisfies condition d * p.
Ž . Ž .c « b . This follows from conjugate duality.
Ž . qLEMMA 8. The Musielak]Orlicz function f s f satisfies condition dn
if and only if f satisfies d -condition and2
‘ 1
n n yky1sup sup f 2 ? x y f x : f 2 x F 2 - ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i inq½ 5L2nGmis1
for some k, m g N and L ) 0.
m , kŽ .Proof. We denote the above summand by c i . The necessity followsL
immediately by the definition of the d q-condition and Lemma 3. Assume
‘ m , kŽ .that f g d and that Ý c i - ‘ for some m, k g N and L ) 0.2 is1 L
Ž . 1There are K, d ) 0 and a nonnegative sequence b g l such that for alli
Ž . mq 1 Ž m . m Ž .i g N, f x F drK implies f 2 x F K f x q b . Take K )i i i i 0
 m m4  mq 1 yky14max K , LK and d s min drK , 2 . Then0
1
sup sup f l x y f x : f l x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0q½ 5K llG1 0
1
F sup sup f l x y f x : f l x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0q½ 5m K l01FlF2
1
q sup sup f l x y f x : f l x F d .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i 0q½ 5m K l02 Fl
For the first term we have
1
sup sup f l x y f x : f l x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0q½ 5m K l01FlF2
1
mF sup f 2 x y f x : f x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0m½ 5K
1
F b .imK
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Note that for any l G 2 m, there is n g N such that n G m and 2 n F l F
2 nq1. Thus
1
sup f l x y f x : f l x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0q½ 5K l0
1
nq1 nF sup f 2 x y f x : f 2 x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i 0nq½ 5K 20
K m 1
n nF sup f 2 x y f x q b : f 2 x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i i 0nq nq½ 5K 2 K 20 0
1 1
n n yky1F sup f 2 x y f x : f 2 x F 2 q bŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i inq nq½ 5L2 K 20
F cm , k i q b .Ž .L i
From all of the above we conclude that
‘ 1
sup sup f l x y f x : f l x F dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i 0q½ 5K llG1 0is1
‘ 1
m , kF b q c i q b - ‘.Ž .Ý i L imKis1
qThis implies that f satisfies the d condition.
Ž .THEOREM 9a. Let f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz function and 2 F q -n
‘. The Musielak]Orlicz sequence space l is a space of cotype q if and only iff
f satisfies condition d q.
Ž . qProof. If f s f satisfies condition d , then by Lemma 5 there is an
Ä Ä Ä 1r qŽ . Ž .Musielak]Orlicz function f s f with f x concave for all n g Nn n
Äand f ; f. Therefore without loss of generality we assume that the
Ž 1r q.f x 's are all concave.n
Ž . Ž Ž ..‘ ‘ Ž .Now suppose x ; l , where x s x n g l and Ý x r tk f k k ns1 f ks1 k k
w x w xconverges in l for a.a. t g 0, 1 . Then by Theorem 1 in 8 the sequencef
Ž . w ‘ Ž Ž ..2 x1r2y where y s Ý x n is an element of l , and thusn n ks1 k f
1r2‘ ‘
2
f l x n - ‘ for all l ) 0.Ž .Ž .Ý Ýn kž /ns1 ks1
‘ 5 5 qTo prove that l is of cotype q we have to show that Ý x - ‘.ff ks1 k
‘ 5 5 Ž .For this it is enough to prove that Ý a x - ‘ for any sequence afks1 k k k
‘ r Ž . Žof positive real numbers with Ý a s 1 where r s qr q y 1 i.e.,ks1 k




5 5 < <x F 1 q f l x for all l ) 0 and x g l .Ž .Ýf n n fl ns1
Thus
‘ ‘ xkr5 5a x s aÝ Ýfk k k ry1ak fks1 ks1
1rqq‘ ‘ < <x nŽ .krF 1 q a fÝ Ý k n qŽ ry1.ž /akns1 ks1
1rq‘ ‘
q< <F 1 q f x nŽ .Ý Ýn kž /
ns1 ks1
1r2‘ ‘
2< <F 1 q f x n - ‘.Ž .Ý Ýn kž /
ns1 ks1
This proves the sufficiency.
To prove the necessity assume that f is of cotype q but f does not
satisfy condition d q. Then by Lemma 8 either f fails the d -condition or2
‘ m , kŽ .Ý c i s ‘ for all m, k g N and L ) 0. f satisfies condition d , foris1 L 2
‘ Žw x.otherwise l must contain l 12 , which is impossible, since l is of finitef f
‘ m , kŽ .cotype. Consequently Ý c i s ‘ for all m, k g N and L ) 0. Inis1 L
‘ m , kŽ .particular Ý c i s ‘ for all m, k, j g N whereis1 j
1
m , k n n yky1c i s sup sup f 2 x y f x : f 2 x F 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j i i ijqnq½ 52nGm
Ž . yky1 Ž jqnq. Ž n . Ž .Since f 0 s 0 - 2 and 1r2 f 2 0 y f 0 s 0, we will attaini i i
the same result if the supremum in the definition of cm , k is taken forj
Ž jqnq. Ž n . Ž .these nonnegative real x 's for which 1r2 f 2 x y f x G 0. Hencei i
for all m, j, k g N,
‘ 1 1
n nsup sup f 2 x y f x : f 2 xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i ijqnq jqnq½ 2 2nGmis1
G f x and f 2 n x F 2yky1 s ‘.Ž . Ž .i i 5
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It follows that among others we have that for all k g N,
‘ 1 1
n nsup sup f 2 x y f x : f 2 xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i ikqnq kqnq½ 2 2nGmis1
G f x and f 2 n x F 2yky1 s ‘.Ž . Ž .i i 5
For all x g Rq and all n, k g N define
1
n n yky1A s i g N: f 2 x G f x and f 2 x F 2Ž . Ž . Ž .n , x , k i i ikqnq½ 52
and
x s x i s sup y i where y s xe ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýn , k n , k n , x , k n , x , k jž /
qxgR jgAn , x , k
e being the unit vector.j
Note that A s N and A ; A . Therefore x F xn, 0, k n, x, kq1 n, x, k n, kq1 n, k
for all n g N. Also by definition, for all i, n, k g N,
1
n n yky1f 2 x i G f x i and f 2 x i F 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i n , k i n , k i n , kkqnq2
Thus
‘ 1
nsup f 2 x i s ‘.Ž .Ž .Ý i n , knq2nGmis1
Ž Ž ..Finally for every n, k g N we define a sequence X s X i of realn, k n, k
numbers by
1
nX i s f 2 x i .Ž . Ž .Ž .n , k i n , knq2
It follows that the X 's are finitely valued, X F X , and thatn, k n, kq1 n, k
‘
sup X i s ‘ for all n , m , k g N.Ž .Ý n , k
nGmis1
‘ Ž .Thus, Ý sup X i s ‘. Define i to be the largest natural numberis1 nG1 n, 1 1
such that
i1
sup X i F 3Ž .Ý n , 1
nG1is1
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Ž . Ž .whenever sup X 1 F 3 and i s 0 if sup X 1 ) 3. ThennG1 n, 1 1 nG1 n, 1
i1q1 Ž .  4Ý sup X i ) 3. Let N s 1, . . . , i q 1 . Sinceis1 nG1 n, 1 1 1
lim max X i s sup X i ) 3,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn , 1 n , 1
l“‘ 1FnFl nG1igN igN1 1
there is l g N such that1
2 - max X i .Ž .Ý n , 1
1FnFl1igN1
We also have that
i1
max X i F 3.Ž .Ý n , 1
1FnFl1is1
For all n s 1, 2, . . . , l define1
M s i g N : max X i sX i ) X i for ts1, 2, . . . , n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5n , 1 1 s , 1 n , 1 t , 1
1FsFl1
X  4 Ž . l1and M s M _ i q 1 . Observe that M are pairwise disjointn, 1 n, 1 1 n, 1 ns1
sets and D l1 M s N . Sons1 n, 1 1
l1
max X i s X i ) 2Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn , 1 n , 1
1FnFl1igN ns1 igM1 n , 1
and
l1
max X i s X i F 3.Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn , 1 n , 1
X1FnFl1 4 ns1 igMigN _ i q1 n , 11 1
 4There is n g 1, . . . , l such that i q 1 g M . So1 1 1 n , 11
l l1 1
X i s X i q X i q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýn , 1 n , 1 n , 1 11
Xns1 igM ns1 igMn , 1 n , 1
Since
i i1 1
sup X i F sup X i F 3,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn , 2 n , 1
nGl q1 nG1is1 is11
‘ Ž .it follows that Ý sup X i s ‘, and thus we can repeat theis i q1 nG l q1 n, 21 1
above argument. Proceeding in this way, we obtain increasing sequences
Ž .‘ Ž .‘ Ž .l and n , l s 0, l q 1 F n F l of natural numbers andk ks0 k ks1 0 ky1 k k
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Ž . Ž X .sequences M , M of pairwise disjoint sets in N such thatn, k n, k
lk
X i ) 2,Ž .Ý Ý n , k
nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
lk
X i F 3,Ž .Ý Ý n , k
Xnsl q1 igMky1 n , k
and
l lk k
X i s X i q X i q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýn , k n , k n , k kk
Xnsl q1 igM nsl q1 igMky1 n , k ky1 n , k
For every k g N define




nf 2 x i - 1,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i n , knq2ngS igMk n , k
w xand so S / l q 1, l . By eliminating all of the n's in the S 's, we takek ky1 k k
Ž . Ž X .new sequences M and M of disjoint sets and new sequencesn, k n, k
Ž .‘ Ž .‘l and n of natural numbers such that for every k g N,k ks0 k ks1
lk 1
n1 F f 2 x i ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i n , knq2nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
lk 1
nf 2 x i F 3,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i n , knq
X 2nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
and
l lk k1 1
n nf 2 x i s f 2 x iŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi n , k i n , knq nq
X2 2nsl q1 igM nsl q1 igMky1 n , k ky1 n , k
1
nkq f 2 x i q 1 .Ž .Ž .i q1 n , k kn q k kk2
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w xAlso for each n g l q 1, l ,ky1 k
f 2 n x i ) 2.Ž .Ž .Ý i n , k
igMn , k
Let
nm s f 2 x i , l q 1 F n F l .Ž .Ž .Ýn , k i n , k ky1 k
igMn , k
1Then m G 3 and m y 2 G m . We can find disjoint subsetsn, k n, k n, k3
A1 , . . . , Acn, k of M such thatn, k n, k n, k
f 2 n x i G 1 for j s 1, . . . , c ,Ž .Ž .Ý i n , k n , k
jigAn , k
where c s m y 2. Definen, k n, k
y j s x i e , j s 1, . . . , c .Ž .Ýn , k n , k i n , k
jigAn , k
5 j 5 nThen y G 1r2 andfn, k
l c‘ k n , k
qj5 5yÝ Ý Ý fn , k
ks1 nsl q1 js1ky1
l c‘ k n , k 1
G Ý Ý Ý nq2ks1 nsl q1 js1ky1
l l‘ ‘k kc 1 1n , ks G mÝ Ý Ý Ý n , knq nq2 3 2ks1 nsl q1 ks1 nsl q1ky1 ky1
l‘ k1 1
n) f 2 x i s ‘.Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý i n , knq3 2ks1 nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
On the other hand,
l c‘ ‘ k n , k
jf y iŽ .Ý Ý Ý Ýi n , kž /is1 ks1 nsl q1 js1ky1
l c‘ ‘k n , k
js f y iŽ .Ý Ý Ý Ýi n , kž /
ks1 nsl q1 is1 js1ky1
l‘ k
F f x iŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ý i n , k
ks1 nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
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l‘ k
s f x i q f x i q 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý i n , k i q1 n , k kk k
Xks1 nsl q1 igMky1 n , k
l‘ ‘k1 1 1
nF f 2 x i qŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi n , knqk kq1
X 22 2ks1 nsl q1 igM ks1ky1 n , k
‘ 1 1
F ? 3 q - ‘.Ý k 22ks1
If we order the sequences y j in the order that they are summed above,n, k
Ž . ‘we obtain a sequence w in l such that Ý w r converges almostm f ms1 m m
‘ 5 5 qeverywhere, but Ý w s ‘. This contradicts that l has cotype q,fms1 m f
qand so f must satisfy condition d .
Ž .THEOREM 9b. Let 1 - p F 2 and f s f be a Musielak]Orlicz func-n
Ž . Ž .tion satisfying lim f u ru s 0 and lim f u ru s ‘ for e¤eryu“ 0 n u“‘ n
n g N. The Musielak]Orlicz sequence space l is a space of type p if and onlyf
if f satisfies conditions d and d * p.2
Proof. Suppose that l is of type p for some 1 - p F 2. A Banachf
Ž1. w xspace has type p ) 1 if and only if it does not contain l 's uniformly 26 ,n
i.e., if and only if it is B-convex. In l B-convexity is equivalent to the factf
Žw x. Ž .that both f and f* satisfy condition d 10 . Since f g d , l s l *2 2 f* f
w x28 . Note here that because of the additional limit conditions on f, f* is
a Musielak]Orlicz function, assuming finite values. By the result of Pisier
w xin 25 , that a B-convex Banach space is of type p if and only if its dual is
of cotype q with 1rp q 1rq s 1, we conclude that l is of cotype q withf*
1rp q 1rq s 1. Therefore by Theorem 9a, f* satisfies condition d q, and
so f satisfies condition d * p. The sufficiency is proved by the converse
argument.
Ž . w .Let p be a sequence of real numbers with p g 1, ‘ . The Nakanon n
Ž 4. Ž .sequence space l p is the set of all real sequences x s x such thatn n
‘ Ž . < < pn Ž 4.Ý 1rp l x - ‘ for some l ) 0. So l p is the Musielak]Orliczns1 n n n
Ž .sequence space l endowed with the Luxemburg norm if we put f x sf n
Ž . pn1rp x for x g R . It is easily seen that if 1rp q 1rq s 1 for p ,n q n n n
U Ž . Ž . qnq ) 1, then f x s 1rq x .n n n
Ž . Ž 4.THEOREM 10. a If the Nakano sequence space l p is of cotypen
q G 2, then lim p F q.n
Ž . Ž 4.b If lim p - q for some q G 2, then l p is of cotype q.n n
Ž . Ž 4.c Let p ) 1 for all n g N. If the Nakano sequence space l p isn n
of type p ) 1, then p F lim p , and sup p - ‘.n n
Ž . Ž 4.d If 1 - p - lim p and sup p - ‘, then l p is of type p.n n n
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Ž . Ž . Ž . pnProof. Throughout this proof note f s f with f x s 1rp xn n n
Ž U . U Ž . Ž . qnand f* s f with f x s 1rq x , where 1rp q 1rq s 1.n n n n n
Ž . qa By assumption f satisfies condition d , and thus there are
Ž . 1K, d ) 0 and 0 F c g l such thatn
‘ ‘1 1 1
p p pn n nsup l x y x F c - ‘.Ý Ý nq½ 5Kl p plG1 n nns1 ns1
1
p pn nl x Fd
pn
Suppose that lim p ) q. Without loss of generality there is « ) 0 suchn
Ž . Ž .that p ) q q « for all n g N. Choose l ; 1, ‘ with l “ ‘,n n n
‘ yqy« ‘ yq pnŽ . pnÝ l - ‘, and Ý l s ‘. Let x be such that l 1rp x sns1 n ns1 n n n n n
d , for all n g N. Then
‘ ‘ ‘d d d d
c G y G y .Ý Ý Ýn q p q qq«nKl l Kl ln n n nns1 ns1 ns1
Since Ý‘ drKlq y Ý‘ drlqq« s ‘, the above inequality implies thatns1 n ns1 n
‘Ý c s ‘, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore lim p F q.ns1 n n
Ž .b Assume lim p - q. There is k g N such that p - q for alln n
n G k. Then clearly if n G k,
f l x F lqf x for all l G 1 and x G 0.Ž . Ž .n n
Hence the Musielak]Orlicz space l generated by the function c sc
Ž .‘ Ž 4. Ž 4.f is of cotype q. But l is isomorphic to l p , and thus l p isn nsk c n n
of cotype q also.
Ž . Ž .The proof of parts c and d follows from conjugate duality and the
Ž . w x Ž .following facts: i f satisfies a d -condition iff sup p - ‘ 5 . ii If2 n
Ž .y11rp q 1rq s 1, p , q ) 1 for all n g N, then lim p s 1 yn n n n n
y1Ž .lim q .n
Remarks. 1. Observe that in general, lim p s q does not imply thatn
Ž 4.l p is of cotype q. For this consider the Nakano sequence spacen
Ž 4.l q q 1rn .
Ž . Ž .2. Parts a and c of Theorem 10 also follow from Theorem 2.9 in
w x Ž . Ž .24 . Indeed, suppose that the assumptions of a and c hold. If r s lim p1 n
w x Ž 4.and r s lim p , then r F r , and by Theorem 2.9 in 24 l p contains2 n 1 2 n
isomorphically both l r1 and l r2. Consequently, l r1 must be of type p and l r2
must be of cotype q. Therefore, p F lim p and lim p F q.n n
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Another class of Musielak]Orlicz sequence spaces is the weighted
Ž . w x w xOrlicz sequence spaces l w studied among others in 24 and 9 . Here ww
Ž .is a Young function, and w s w is a positive sequence in R. If for eachn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n g N, f x s w x w , then l w s l , for f s f .n n w f n
w x Ž .According to Definition 2.6 in 24 , a weight sequence w s w belongsn
Ž . Ž .to the class L w g L if there is a subsequence w such thatnk
‘
lim w s 0 and w s ‘. 23Ž .Ýn nk kk“‘ ks1
Ž .It is said that a Young function w satisfies the D -condition for small x if2
Ž . Ž . Ž .there is K ) 0 and x ) 0, respectively such that w 2 x F Kw x for0
Ž . Ž .every x G 0 for 0 F x F x , respectively . Consider now f s f , where0 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .f x s w x w and w s w g L. One can show that f satisfies then n n
Ž . Žd -condition f* g d iff w satisfies the D -condition w* g D , respec-2 2 2 2
.tively . Using the latter and the fact that any Musielak]Orlicz sequence
space l contains l1 isomorphically if either f or f* fails to satisfy thef
Ž w x w x. Ž .d -condition see 12 , 1 , we conclude that l w contains an isomorphic2 w
copy of l1 if either w or w* does not satisfy the D -condition.2
Recall that the associated indices of a Young function w at 0 and at ‘
verify 1 F a F b and 1 F a ‘ F b‘. If, in addition, w satisfies the D -w w w w 2
‘ Ž w x w x.condition, then b and b are both finite see 18 , 11 .w w
Ž .THEOREM 11. Let w be a Young function, let w s w be a weightn
sequence with w g L, and 1 - p F 2 F q - ‘.
Ž . Ž .a l w has cotype q if and only if there is K ) 0 such that for allw
x G 0 and all l G 1,
w l x F Klqw x .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .b l w has type p if and only if w satisfies the D -condition and therew 2
is K G 0 such that for x ) 0 and l G 1,
w l x G Kl pw x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. a The sufficiency follows immediately by the definition of the
q Ž .d -condition and Theorem 9a. Assume now that l w is of cotype q. Thenw
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f s f , with f x s w x w , satisfies inequality 3 . Let w be then n n nk
Ž .subsequence of w that satisfies 23 . Given x ) 0 and l G 1, there is
Ž . Ž . qw Ž .k g N such that w l x w F d for all k G k . So w l x F Kl w x q0 n 0kx ‘inf c rw . Since Ý w s ‘, it is easy to see that inf c rk G k n n ksk n k G k n0 k k 0 k 0 k
Ž . q Ž .w s 0. Therefore, w l x F Kl w x . Since x ) 0 and l G 1 were arbi-nk
trarily chosen, the latter inequality holds for all x G 0 and l G 1.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If lim w x rx s 0 and lim w x rx s ‘, then b followsx “ 0 x “‘
Ž .in the same way as a , by using this time Theorem 9b. If, on the other
Ž . Ž . Ž .hand, either lim w x rx ) 0 or lim w x rx - ‘, then w x isx “ 0 x “‘
equivalent to x for either small or large arguments. In both cases w* does
Ž .not satisfy the D -condition, and thus l w contains an isomorphic copy of2 w
1 Ž .l . Therefore, l w cannot be of type p ) 1.w
The following corollary contains a result weaker than that of Theo-
rem 11, but it is worth mentioning since it relates the type and cotype of
Ž .l w with the associated indices of w at 0 and at ‘.w
Ž .COROLLARY 12. Let w be a Young function, let w s w be a weightn
sequence with w g L, and 1 - p F 2 F q - ‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž ‘.a If l w has cotype q, then max b , b F q.w w w
Ž . Ž ‘. Ž .b If max b , b - q, then l w has cotype q.w w w
Ž . Ž . Ž ‘.c If l w has type p, then p F min a , a .w w w
Ž . Ž ‘. Ž .d If w g D and p - min a , a , then l w has type p.2 w w w
Proof. It follows from Theorems 9a and 9b using arguments similar to
those in Theorem 11. Observe that under the additional assumption that
Ž . Ž .both w and w* satisfy the D -condition, parts a and c also follow from2
w xTheorem 2.7 in 24 .
Characterizations of the type and cotype of Orlicz sequence spaces l ,w
where w is a Young function satisfying the D -condition, have already2
w x w x Ž .appeared in the literature, among others in 7 and 18 Proposition 2.b.5 .
Applying Theorem 9, we are able to get the same result, removing the
assumption of a D -condition.2
COROLLARY 13. Let w be a Young function and 1 - p F 2 F q - ‘.
Ž . Ž . q Ž .a l has cotype q if and only if w l x G Kl w x for all 0 F l,w
x F 1 and some K ) 0.
Ž .b l has type p if and only if w satisfies the D -condition, for small x,w 2
Ž . p Ž .and w l x F Kl w x for all 0 F l, x F 1 and some K ) 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Immediate consequence of Theorem 9a. b This follows
Ž . Ž .from Theorem 9b. Observe here that if lim w x rx ) 0, then w x isx “ 0
equivalent to x and thus l is only of trivial type 1. If, on the other hand,w
Ž . Ž .lim w x rx - ‘, then we can construct a Young function c x equiva-x “‘
Ž . 2lent to w x for small arguments and for large x equivalent to x . This
Ž . Ž .new function c satisfies lim c x rx s ‘. So if lim w x rx s 0,x “‘ x “ 0
Ž .part b follows from Theorem 9b. Otherwise we have as above that l andc
thus l are of type 1.w
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ŽWe conclude this paper by giving a relation between q-concavity p-con-
. Ž . Ž .vexity , lower q-estimate upper p-estimate , and cotype type of the space
Ž .l . Recall that a Banach lattice X is said to be q-concave 1 F q - ‘ ,f
Ž . w xrespectively, p-convex 1 F p - ‘ 17 , if there is a constant L - ‘ such
that
1rq 1rqn n




p p< < 5 5x F L x ,Ý Ýi iž / ž /
is1 is1
 4nfor every choice of vectors x in X.i is1
Ž .A Banach lattice X is said to satisfy a lower q-estimate 1 - q - ‘ ,
Ž . w xrespectively, upper p-estimate 1 - p - ‘ 17 , if there exists a constant
 4nL - ‘ such that for every choice of pairwise disjoint elements x in Xi is1
we have
1rqn n




p5 5x F L x .Ý Ýi iž /
is1 is1
PROPOSITION 14. Let 1 F q - ‘ and 1 - p - ‘. Consider the following
conditions:
Ž .1 l is q-conca¤e.f
Ž .2 l satisfies a lower q-estimate.f
Ž . q3 f satisfies condition d .
Ž .a l is p-con¤ex.f
Ž .b l satisfies an upper p-estimate.f
Ž . pc f satisfies condition d * .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The conditions 1 ] 3 are equi¤alent. Moreo¤er, a m b m c holds if f
satisfies condition d .2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The implications 1 « 2 and a « b are general facts for
Žw x.Banach lattices 17 .
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Ž . Ž . q2 « 3 . Suppose f does not satisfy condition d . Repeating the
Ž .proof of the necessity of Theorem 9a, we can find a sequence x in li f
‘ 5 5 q ‘with pairwise disjoint supports such that Ý x s ‘ and Ý x g l .fis1 i is1 i f
Ž .This contradicts 2 .
Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . The proof of this implication is similar to that of
the sufficiency of Theorem 9a. Note that here we must show that
‘ 5 5 q Ž ‘ < < q.1r q Ž .Ý x - ‘ whenever Ý x g l , where x ; l .fks1 k ks1 k f k f
Ž . Ž . Ž .b « c . Assume b is true. Then the subspace h of l satisfiesf f
Ž .an upper p-estimate. Since h * s l , l satisfies a lower r-estimatef f* f*
w xwith 1rp q 1rr s 1, by Proposition 1.f.5 in 17 . Applying the equivalence
Ž . Ž . rof 2 and 3 , we obtain that f* satisfies condition d . Therefore by
Ž .Proposition 7 and the assumption that f g d , c is true.2
Ž . Ž . pc « a . If f satisfies both conditions d * and d , then f* satis-2
r Ž .fies condition d , where 1rp q 1rr s 1 and l * s l . By the equiva-f f*
Ž . Ž . w xlence of 1 and 3 , l is r-concave. Using Proposition 1.d.4 in 17 wef*
conclude that l is p-convex.f
The next corollary is an immediate result of the above theorem and
Theorems 9a and 9b.
Ž . Ž . ŽCOROLLARY 15. Let 1 - p F 2 F q - ‘. Then conditions 1 ] 3 resp.,
Ž . Ž . .a ] c with the assumption of the d -condition of the abo¤e theorem and2
Ž . Ž Ž . .condition 4 l is of cotype q resp., d l is of type p are equi¤alent.f f
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